START A NEW CONVERSATION WITH ONE
OF THESE SENTENCE STARTERS…
One thing I have
learned that I would
not have believed 6
months ago….

If I were a brand, I
would like to think
I am similar to…

Employees will
give their best
effort if…

I know when I am
successful when…

Ten years
from now,
I ….

When it comes
to the world, I
am feeling…

The best
measure of
success for the
future is…
Nothing is as
frustrating as…

When I have
something to
say, I ….

There
are times
when I….

I miss…

The best teacher I ever
had taught me ….

What I need
most from my
teammates to
complement my
own capabilities
is…

What I know now
that I did not know
before 2020 is….

My attitude or
perception about
someone shifted
recently because…

What I have
learned most
about our
team…

My next
action is…
My hometown is
_________, and it
is important to me
because….

My interest has
increased in the area
of….

These days, I
devote most
of my time
to…
What has to be
done now is…

From this
point, I would
like to…
When I (change jobs,
locations, or travel) I
always bring …

Nothing is as
frustrating as…
What
depletes my
energy most
is…

In 2025 people will
look back at 2020
and wish they’d
spotted…

The advice I would
give (or have given)
lately is…
When I first heard
the news, I thought/
assumed/expected/
discovered…

The last time
I was going
through
a crisis I
survived by…

The absolute worst
thing I could do
right now…

If I were being live
streamed to the
world, people would
see…

What
energizes
me most
is…

The one
thing I will
absolutely not
change about
myself is…

www.wondershift.biz

I am most
curious to
explore…

The personal
values that
matter to me
most are….

